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1 Executive summary
As part of the activities planned to raise awareness of the TeaM Cables project, it was decided to organise by
the end of the fourth year of the project a summer school targeting mainly students and post-docs, consisting
of three full days of lectures and experimental training on condition monitoring techniques and life modelling
of cables used in NPPs, with particular focus on techniques developed during the project. Due to the
constraints of the current pandemic context, the school was finally held from 15th to 18th November 2021 as
a Winter School and hosted by the University of Bologna in Bertinoro (Italy), a small town 70 km south of
Bologna, where there are UNIBO facilities for this kind of activity.
This Winter School involved many of the TeaM Cables partners as speakers as well as an external speaker
from PNNL in the USA. Some students or young researchers from partner organisations as well as from
entities external to the consortium, such as the EPZ NPP in the Netherlands and the Central Technical
University in Prague participated on site. The school thus gathered 21 participants on site. A web conference
was also organised so that speakers and attendees who could not come could give their presentation or
follow the lectures. Remote attendees included members of Tecnatom in Spain, ENSAM in France, the
University of Technology and Economics in Hungary and from PNNL (USA).
This document gathers the programme of the Winter School and abstracts from the different presentations.
The slides and recordings of the presentations will be shared on ARTTIC’s YouTube channel and available on
TeaM Cables website https://www.team-cables.eu/.
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2 Programme
2.1 Monday 15th November – Day 1

2.2 Tuesday 16th November – Day 2
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2.3 Wednesday 17th November – Day 3
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3 Abstracts of presentations, day 1 - 15/11/21
3.1 From the conception to the qualification of cables
J. ROLIER, NEXANS Group, France

Nexans Group has been producing nuclear cables for more than 40 years. With this experience, Nexans has
developed skills in the conception and qualification of nuclear cables.
But what is a cable? What are the specificities of nuclear environment? And how is the conception process?
This presentation will show the different aeras in a nuclear plant and thus, the specific environment that the
cables have to withstand.
It also shows the main design of a cable and the role of each “layer”.
The process of conception begins with the customer specifications, followed by the design of the cable and
its materials, then the production of samples & testing and at the end the qualification step.
In this process, as an example, the French nuclear specification from EDF (CST74C068) will be followed.
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3.2 Multi-scale analysis of the radio-thermal aging of XLPE cable insulation in
nuclear environment. Part 1: Stabilization and oxidation mechanisms
X. Colin, PIMM, Arts et Métiers Institute of Technology, CNRS, CNAM, HESAM University, Paris, France

This presentation deals with the stabilization and oxidation mechanisms of hydrocarbon polymers in a
nuclear environment. As an introduction, the main stages in polymer degradation by oxidation are briefly
recalled in order to underline the key role played by antioxidants. Based on this observation, the presentation
is divided into two main parts. The first part details the radical chain oxidation reaction, paying special
attention to polyethylene, which is the most widely used polymer for the insulation of electrical cables. In a
nuclear environment, this reaction has the peculiarity of being both initiated by the polymer radiolysis and
hydroperoxide thermolysis. It leads to the formation of a wide variety of hydroxyl and carbonyl products
impacting, at high conversion ratios, the cohesive density and polarity and thus, the density and the electrical
properties. It leads also to changes in the macromolecular skeleton altering, at low conversion ratios, the
elastic and fracture properties. Then, the second part details the main action mechanisms of the two most
used antioxidant families in industry, paying particular attention to thiodipropionates and hindered phenols.
It shows how these two antioxidants can be used to break the oxidation loop at two different stages (in
initiation and propagation) by reacting with two specific reactive products (hydroperoxides and peroxy
radicals, respectively). Finally, it is recalled that the antioxidant depletion is not simply due to their chemical
consumption (through stabilization reactions), but also to their physical loss by diffusion through the sample
core and their evaporation or extraction from the sample surface.
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3.3 Multi-scale analysis of the radio-thermal aging of XLPE cable insulation in
nuclear environment. Part II: Consequences on the macromolecular network
and the crystalline morphology
Sébastien Roland
PIMM, Arts et Métiers Institute of Technology, CNRS, CNAM, HESAM University, Paris, France

This presentation deals with the consequences of accelerated ageing on the macromolecular network and
the crystalline morphology of cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE), used as isolation material in nuclear power
plants. XLPE is a rubbery semi-crystalline polymer, which mechanical properties are sensitive to the content
of the microstructure. Both thermal and radiolytic ageing modifies the microstructure of this material. A
multi-scale analysis using different complementary techniques will be presented. Characterization
techniques such as swelling tests, rheology, differential scanning analysis (DSC), X-ray diffraction (WAXS and
SAXS), density measurements, microindentation, and mechanical tensile tests will be described. Results
related to XLPE samples aged in extreme conditions (elevated dose rates and temperatures) will be presented
to identify the degradation mechanism at the macromolecular and the microstructural scales. The chemical
reactions during ageing lead mostly to chain scissions, which are responsible for a microstructure change. An
increase in the crystallinity ratio is observed and lead to a drastic change in the mechanical properties.
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4 Abstracts of presentations, day 2 - 16/11/21
4.1 Cable Ageing Management Program, Activities at NPPs, Experiences
Karel ANDRLE, ÚJV Řež, a. s., Czech Republic
Cable Ageing Management Program (CAMP) is a crucial part of ÚJV Řež services provided for nuclear power
plants (NPPs). It consists of several closely linked activities taking place both directly inside and outside NPPs.
Generally, within CAMP we study ageing of a wide range of various cables, but also other components at
NPPs. The main factors of ageing process are the long-term action of elevated temperature, ionizing
radiation, humidity, vibrations, influence of chemical substances such as decontamination solution, loading
and stressors during accident conditions.
To cover all these external influences, the CAMP is composed of several areas: cable harvesting at NPPs, cable
condition (environment) monitoring, visual inspections and maintaining a wide system of cable deposits with
hundreds of samples of various origin and different stages of ageing.
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4.2 Complementarity of FTIR spectroscopy, swelling tests and OIT measurements
to probe physico-chemical evolutions of irradiated polymers
C. Le Gall1, O. Juan1, C. Marquié1, N. Dupuy2, S. Amat2
1 Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire, PSN-RES/SEREX, Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France
2 Aix-Marseille Université, Avignon Université, CNRS/IRD/IMBE, Marseille, France
Polymer ageing in oxidative conditions induces changes of their physico-chemical properties at different
scales (molecular, macromolecular, morphologic…). These evolutions may lead to a loss of polymers’
insulation properties, which may be dramatic as far as electric cables are concerned in nuclear facilities.
Probing these evolutions and understanding them is thus necessary and requires the use of complementary
analytical techniques.
Within the framework of the TeaM Cables project, an analytical methodology based on the study of thermoand radio-oxidation of XLPE-based model materials and cables has been adopted.
This presentation intends to give a brief overview of three complementary techniques used by the TeaM
Cables partners to probe radio- and thermo-oxidation hypothetical mechanisms of XLPE and stabilized XLPE:
•
•
•

The Oxidation Induction Time measurement obtained thanks to Differential Scanning Calorimetry,
Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy in Attenuated Reflection mode coupled with mathematical
analyses using SIMPLISMA,
Gel fraction measurements obtained thanks to polymer swelling tests.

For each technique, some elements from the theory will be quickly recalled. The measurements protocols as
well as data analyses will be developed, and some examples extracted from the TeaM Cables studies will be
presented.
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4.3 The use of the EPR technique to assess the aging of polymer composites, Part
I. Principles of electron paramagnetic resonance and examples of applications.
Jarosław Sadło, Hanna Lewandowska,
Laboratory of Radiation Modified Polymers, Centre for Radiation Research and Technology Institute of
Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Warsaw, Poland

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a spectroscopic method allowing studying paramagnetic materials.
EPR is a powerful, versatile, non-destructive and non-invasive analytical method. Unlike many other
techniques, EPR provides important structural and dynamic information, even from ongoing chemical or
physical processes, without affecting the process itself. Therefore, it is an ideal complementary technique to
other methods in a wide range of research and application areas, such as chemistry, physics, biology,
medicine, materials research and dosimetry.
The lecture will show the Hamiltonian form of the system related to the electron spin. The basics of the
Zeeman effect and hyperfine interactions will be discussed. General rules for the interpretation of EPR
spectra will be given. As an example of applications, the cases of the use of irradiated hydroxyapatite in
accident dosimetry, tissue engineering and in the dating of archaeological objects will be shown.
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4.4 The use of the EPR technique to assess the aging of polymer composites part II
- radicals in polyolefin blends
H. Lewandowska, J. Sadło
Laboratory of Radiation Modified Polymers, Centre for Radiation Research and Technology Institute of
Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Warsaw, Poland

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a spectroscopic method allowing to selectively observe free
radicals appearing in matter as a result of radical reactions, including those occurring as a result of ionizing
radiation. EPR is an attractive technique for studying polymer degradation. Many processes occurring in
polymers are associated with formation of free radicals, to mention polymerization, crosslinking and
degradation reactions. Nevertheless, polymer materials beyond the reaction stage are usually EPR-silent, and
only some stable but unspecific free radical signals can remain in the polymer as a result of the process of
aging. In order to observe the specific features of the polymer, one needs to apply a probe-irradiation.
Radicals that can be induced by probe-irradiation, and their decay kinetics are highly specific for the type of
polymer, additives, presence of oxygen, degree of degradation, type of aging. It allows observing changes
occurring in the processes of aging in polymers at the molecular level. It also allows characterization of
polymeric material and its physicochemical state (polymer type, crystallinity, degree of aging, the additives
used).
The lecture presents a short overview of the radical-related processes in polymeric materials, followed by
examples of the use of the low-temperature EPR technique with probe-irradiation to study the composition
and degree of degradation of polymeric materials used for the production of cable sheaths.
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4.5 Mechanical tests and modeling for aging evaluation
Konsta Sipilä, Harri Joki, VTT, Finland

Mechanical properties of cables tend to change due to ageing, which make them good condition indicators.
Properties such as elongation at break (EaB), hardness and sound velocity can be used as condition indicators
for cables. Tensile test, especially EaB, is the most common ageing indicator even if the method is destructive.
Hardness correlates with ageing and standardized indentation measurements are available for ageing
management of cables. Ultrasound measurements seem to be possible to correlate with EaB, but further
work is required to develop the method to access the cable insulator non-destructively. Dynamic mechanical
analysis can provide information related to glass transition temperature but its use as an ageing indicator is
challenging due to destructiveness.
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4.6 Dielectric spectroscopy for aging assessment
Davide Fabiani, DEI - University of Bologna, Italy

Dielectric spectroscopy is a technique which provides how much an electrical insulation is able to polarize
when subjected to the application of an electric field. The quantity directly related to polarization is dielectric
permittivity, which is a complex quantity, with a real part, correlated with polarization extent, and imaginary
part, associated with dielectric losses. The first part of the lecture will be focused on introducing this quantity,
explaining its behaviour with frequency.
When a polymeric insulating material ages, the chemical reactions which occur in the matrix provide chain
scission, crosslinking and oxidized species, which can modify the natural electric polarization of the polymer
chains, e.g., by introducing new dipolar species that enhance the real and imaginary part of permittivity
particularly at high frequency, e.g. above 100 kHz (Fig. 1). Additionally, contaminants like, e.g., moisture can
also increase the conductivity of the polymer and, thus, have an impact in the low-frequency region of the
permittivity spectrum, typically < 0.1 Hz.
The second part of the lecture will present several examples of how it is possible to assess the degradation
state of a polymeric insulating material, by analysing the frequency spectrum of the dielectric permittivity
(real and imaginary part) in the whole range, from 10-3 to 106 Hz.

Fig. 1: Real (a) and imaginary (b) part of permittivity as a function of frequency for XLPE insulation aged under
radiation (0.42 kGy/h) and temperature (85°C) for aging times up to 1000 h.
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4.7 THz technique for evaluation of ageing of NPP cables
Andreas Keller, Fraunhofer Institute for Nondestructive Testing IZFP, Saarbrücken, Germany

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy is based on the principle of measuring the dielectric characteristics of a
sample, by using electromagnetic waves in the THz-frequency. The machine employed in TeaM Cables is able
to generate these waves in a range of 0.3 – 3 THz (Figure 1).
THz-waves have characteristic interactions with different material
classes. Metals, for example, are total reflectors for waves in this
frequency range, whereas water can be considered an absorbant.
Polymers, on the other hand, are mostly transparent for THz waves,
but different polymers can also absorb different parts of the spectrum.
Thus, the values of permittivity one can generate from THzmeasurements can lead to a distinction of many materials. In TeaM
Cables, cross-linked polyethylene cables of different compositions
were artificially aged by using high temperatures and/or radiation. As Figure 1 : THz measurement system
the dielectric properties of polymers change during the ageing
process, it is therefore possible to measure this ageing effect in samples with the THz-device.
The technique itself is completely nondestructive, as THz waves, contrary to highly energetic radiation, do
not facilitate e.g. the formation of free radicals. Thus, measuring aged samples with THz-waves does not
tamper with the ageing process itself. Moreover, due to their low-energy nature, the waves used in this
technique are safe for living organisms.
Signal generation happens via a femtosecond
laser generating a pulse, which is sent to an
emitter, crossing a beam splitter (Figure 2). The
pulse is then converted to multiple, transversal,
vertical polarized electromagnetic waves with the
aforementioned frequency bandwidth of nearly 3
THz. The waves are focused on the sample by an
optical system. Measurements can be made
either in transmission mode on thin and
Figure 2: Beam path in the THz system
transparent samples, or in reflection mode on
samples which are too thick or contain non-transparent materials, e.g. metals. Either way, the waves traverse
another optical system and finally reach the detector, where they are converted to an electrical current,
again. In order to sample these very short signals, a mechanical and optical delay line is moved. Finally, a
reference measurement in air is always necessary in transmission mode to eliminate ambient influences. In
reflection mode, the reference measurement is instead made on bare metal.
Knowing the thickness d of a sample, the velocity of light and the difference in time of flight of the maximum
signal of sample and reference, permittivity can be calculated with the following formulas:
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝜀 = (

2
𝑐 ∗ ∆𝑇𝑂𝐹
+ 1)
𝑑

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝜀 = (

𝑐 ∗ ∆𝑇𝑂𝐹 2
)
2∗𝑑

The measurements performed on the cables were carried out in reflection mode as THz waves are not able
to penetrate the metallic conductors on the inside. Samples were held in front of the sensor head by means
of a specifically constructed sample holder for cables, which allows for an optimised approach.
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4.8 TDR/FDR technique for evaluation of aging of NPP cables
Moussa Kafal, CEA, France

Reflectometry is a high frequency technique, which is based on the concept of radar, whereby a testing signal
is injected into a cable under test and the reflected echo by an impedance discontinuity (junction, fault, etc.)
is analyzed in order to extract information regarding its position, type, nature, etc. Some reflectometry
notions, and know-how of our CEA Laboratory will be introduced.
The basis of reflectometry will be analyzed followed by presenting different variants developed (FDR, TDR,
etc.) and a special focus on TDR will be exerted.
The applications of TDR are then shed lighted.
The assets CEA has demonstrated in the domain of cable testing, notably with reflectometry, are well
presented starting from hard and soft fault detection, contactless testing, topology reconstruction, etc.
The algorithm of cable parameter extraction (RLCG and Zc) is then displayed, and the problem of monitoring
cable aging is demonstrated.
Simulation, laboratory and real cable testing is then presented to validate the proposed method.
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5 Abstracts of presentations, day 3 - 17/11/21
5.1 Kinetic modelling of polymer aging
X. Colin, PIMM, Arts et Métiers Institute of Technology, CNRS, CNAM, HESAM University, Paris, France

This presentation deals with the kinetic analysis and modelling of hydrocarbon polymers in a nuclear
environment. As an introduction, the general methodology for kinetic modelling using analytical equations
is briefly recalled. It consists in breaking down the course of oxidation in two successive stages: polymer
stabilization and oxidation, and therefore in applying two successive sets of kinetic modelling tools. Of
course, the boundary conditions between the two sets of tools need to be carefully chosen. Then, the
presentation is devoted to the application of this methodology. The different simplifying hypotheses made
to access analytical equations are recalled. A particular attention is paid to two practical cases, coming from
the TeaM Cables European project: the stabilization of crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) with distearyl
thiodipropionate, then the (thermal and radio-thermal) oxidation of XLPE. As the final objective is to predict
the lifetime of XLPE insulation (based on embrittlement considerations), the consequences of oxidation on
the macromolecular skeleton are also modelled. Numerous and complementary experimental criteria are
used to check the reliability of the kinetic modelling tools: antioxidant depletion, hydroperoxides build-up,
oxygen consumption, carbonyls build-up, concentrations in elastically active chains and lifetime.
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5.2 Virtual Polymer, multi-scale and multi-physical modelling of the polymer
ageing
Dr. Morgane Broudin, EDF, France

EDF is strongly committed to the study of ageing of its installations in order to anticipate the phases of
maintenance and to justify the extension of the operation lifetime of the power plants up to 60 years. The
electric cables are concerned with these programs because they are present in large numbers in NPPs.
The lifetime prediction of nuclear organic materials components (polymers and composites with polymer
matrices) has been the subject of important research for many years at EDF. Multi-scale and multi-physical
modelling of the ageing process is capitalized, for polymers, in the “Virtual Polymer” simulation tool
developed in-house.
Virtual Polymer numerical tool uses a sequence of chemical and physical models based on measurable input
data:
• the polymer chemical composition, obtained experimentally,
• the microstructure of the polymer, obtained experimentally,
• and the aging conditions.
Knowing the initial state and the chemical evolution, it is possible to calculate the polymer properties of
interest in a numerical virtual specimen for each node (spatial discretization) and time step (time
discretization). From this result, it is then possible to calculate physical properties (mechanical, electrical,
etc...) at different scales: local or macroscopic. The overall approach is presented schematically in the figure
below.

Figure 3: Multi scale and multi physical modelling scheme with “Virtual Polymer”.
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5.3 Cable degradation assessment in relation to the COMSY tool
Sascha Disco, Framatome, Germany

The reliability of cables in NPPs is essential to keep the safety goals at all times. Therefore, the intended
functions of cables which are “provide electrical connection …” and “Insulate and support an electrical
conductor” (NEI95-10) need to be maintained. For this reason, certain aging management activities were
commonly performed on cables. Following an example from the equipment qualification:
In the upper diagram, the measured profile of the
insulation resistance during a simulation of a loss
of coolant accident (LOCA) is shown. In the
diagram below the applied temperature and
pressure is shown.
As result the correlation between the simulated
loads and the insulation resistances is given.
Furthermore, the absolute values of the insulation
resistances were measured to decide for which
NPP applications such cable is suitable.
In the framework of qualification campaigns, cable aging is considered by pre-aging, considering self-heating,
if applicable:
Example of power cables subject to self-heating:

Example of wires inside a terminal box of
an electrical motor subject to LOCA
simulation:

Because of the huge number of cables to be assessed in a nuclear power plant, the support of software has
become established. Framatome’s in-house software solution COMSY was chosen for the present project
because of its flexibility, range of functionalities and already wide distribution.
The COMSY tool1 includes a user interface to allow the upload of plant specific equipment data. It enables
the management of equipment-related environmental conditions, in particular relevant for the assessment
of the aging states of the cables (polymers). Because of the in-house solution, further assessment methods
can be simply added. All plant specific data remain unchanged and available. The main features are: Pool
organization (avoidance of redundant data, grouping of certain parameters, commodity grouping,
management of hot spots); Thermal degradation assessment (calculation of residual life times by Arrhenius
law using the polymer activation energy); Radiation degradation assessment (calculation of residual life times
by Power law considering the dose rate effect, if applicable); Further stressor degradation assessment
(moisture, moisture + electrical field, chemical attacks, vibration, …); Documentation manager (organisation
and linking to reports, protocols, data sheets, pictures, movies…; Measurement evaluation and trending
(data interface for e.g. tangent delta, partial discharge, insulation resistance, visual inspection notes, data
trending incl. threshold values; Reporting (report including all data for maximum transparency required e.g.
from the regulator; Risk assessment (ranking function for safety and availability versus degradation potential.
Helps the operator to set priorities for next inspections).
1

Note: For the TeaM Cables project the range of functionalities is reduced to the necessary.
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5.4 Predictive and life modelling of cables through electrical NDT properties
Dr. Simone Vincenzo Suraci, University of Bologna, Italy

In this lecture, the modelling of the mechanical and electrical response, together with an aging modelling
approach, is presented and discussed for low voltage cables used in a nuclear environment. After a brief
reminder of the theory behind the presented models, a first focus is paid on a life predictive modelling of
mechanical quantities, from which the dose corresponding to the cable failure, called dose-to-equivalentdamage (DED) values, has been obtained for each considered dose rate. However, the limitations given by
the use of mechanical destructive measurements for cable aging assessment raised the interest into using
different techniques e.g., electrical nondestructive tests (NDT). Therefore, a predictive modelling based on
electrical quantities has been developed considering the monotone behaviour of tanδ at 100 kHz with aging.
A limit value of tanδ corresponding to the different DEDs, namely tanδDED, has been obtained. It is found that
tanδDED does not depend on the dose rate, but is only related to insulating material properties for the dose
rate here analyzed.
Then, an aging model based on tanδ measurement is shown. This allows to evaluate the cumulative damage
caused by changes of the dose rate due to abnormal and/or accidental conditions and estimate the residual
life. The aging model is then applied to two case-studies. The aging level is calculated for a 20-year-old cable
under service conditions. Then, two different accidental scenarios with different dose rates but the same
absorbed dose are discussed. It is found that a lower dose rate applied for a longer period can bring the cable
to failure, while with opposite characteristics it can provide a dramatic reduction of residual life, even if the
cable can still be kept in service. This aging modelling approach can be of great help in scheduling
maintenance operations, in particular following an event which could be associated with the exposure of
cable insulation to high dose rate of radiation.

Aging function limit value

Figure 4 Lifeline of the analyzed coaxial cable.
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Figure 5 Aging function trend with aging time. tL is the lifetime
of the cable subjected to accidental conditions, tL' is the
theoretical lifetime of the cable at service conditions.
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5.5 THz electrical response modelling on the micro- and macroscale
Christopher Stumm, Fraunhofer Institute for Nondestructive Testing IZFP, Saarbrücken, Germany

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy is based on the principle of measuring the dielectric characteristics of a
sample, by using electromagnetic waves in the THz-frequency. The machine employed in TeaM Cables is able
to generate these waves in a range of 0.3 – 3 THz (Figure 6).
THz-waves have characteristic interactions with different material
classes. Metals, for example, are total reflectors for waves in this
frequency range, whereas water can be considered an absorbent.
Polymers, on the other hand, are mostly transparent for THz waves, but
different polymers can also absorb different parts of the spectrum. All
these interactions result in different characteristics of the
measurement data.
In order to build a multiscale model as it is planned in the TeaM Cables Figure 6 : THz measurement system
project, classical model building methods could be used in theory.
However, due to the numerous features per measurement, the usage of multivariate statistics methods is
more suitable in this case. These methods can be divided into structure-discovering and structure-checking
techniques. The structure-discovering procedures can be used as a method for dimension reduction and the
structure-checking procedures for classification.
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was chosen as the dimension reduction/feature selection method.
This method is used to approximate a large number of statistical variables through a smaller number of linear
combinations (principal components) by maximising the variance among the features. The number of
principal components that can explain 99 % of the variances among the characteristics was determined by
the algorithm and used as threshold.
The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was selected as the method for classifying and correlating the
measured terahertz data, with the target values determined by the macro- and microscale measurements.
The LDA algorithm attempts to minimise the variance within the classes and to maximise the variance
between the classes, whereby a vector with the size of the number of classes minus one and the number of
all observations is obtained as a result. From this, predictions about class membership can subsequently be
made with new measurement data known and unknown to the model.
Finally, the model trained and obtained by PCA and LDA had to be validated using test data. For this purpose,
20 % of the measurement data was randomly selected and retained after feature extraction, leaving 80 % of
the measurement data available for training. The retained measurement data was then presented to the
model for prediction and the predicted class membership was compared with the true or measured
reference/target value and its class. Furthermore, this procedure counteracts the effect of overfitting and
thus prevents the model from memorising, which would lead to only minor changes in the input data
destabilising the entire model, therefore reducing the predictive accuracy significantly.
For both scales and the a priori information, it was shown that the developed model is able to correctly
predict a specific target, e.g. Elongation at Break, out of data acquired by the terahertz device.
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5.6 Modeling of mechanical properties as function of ageing
Jukka Vaari, Viacheslav Balobanov, VTT, Finland

Mechanical properties on polymeric materials can be simulated by using various methods, depending on the
size and time scale of the modelled ageing related phenomenon. MD simulations seem to give qualitatively
correct shape for the stress-strain curves despite the limitations related to time and size scales. Information
on how molecular scale properties affect the mechanical behaviour can be extracted from the models, e.g.
chain scissions, molecular weight and chemicrystallisation. FEM enables simulation of the microscopic scale
mechanical properties. FEM is based on experimental data. A suitable model is chosen, usually elasto-plastic
or elasto-viscoplastic phenomenological model, and parametrization of data performed. A proper FEM model
takes into account interactions with fillers, damage initiation and has a possibility to upscale the model to
macrolevel.
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5.7 Ab initio modelling of polymers
Guido Roma, CEA, France

The lecture starts with a basic introduction to Density Functional Theory (DFT), the workhorse of nowadays
so-called "ab initio" methods, including basic approximations and the main choices in the implementation.
But what can we calculate with DFT? And what do we, actually, calculate with DFT? We can calculate the
total energy and the forces of a structure composed of a few tenths to few hundred atoms. This can provide
a wealth of information on the stability, the equilibrium structure of materials. But we can have access also
to the electronic density and, from it, to a number of quantities that can be probed by spectroscopic methods.
We can also understand the stability of defects in a material and even kinetics.
The specific case of polymers adds some issues not generally encountered when dealing with usual inorganic
materials like most metals and semiconductors or insulators: it is the peculiarity of the various length scales
going from strong ionic-covalent bonds, to weak interactions of van der Waals type and, last but not least,
the complex microstructure where crystalline and amorphous regions coexist. We will discuss how to cope
with these issues relying on the specific case of polyethylene, with case studies from published work by us
and other groups.
We mentioned defect kinetics: being able to predict the kinetics of point defects, taking place through
reaction and diffusion events, is crucial for understanding irradiation effects in materials, in general. We will
illustrate some examples in polymers, again in the case of polyethylene.
Other properties can be predicted by calculating derivatives of the total energy of a system, like vibrational
frequencies and dielectric response. These can be compared to experiment in order to gain a deeper
understanding of the aged materials.
DFT is however not the best tool when coming to the description of the electronic spectrum, because,
although it provides single particle electronic eigenvalues and eigenvectors, it is a ground state theory, not
supposed to be able to describe electronic excitations. A typical failure of DFT is the description of the band
gap of semiconductors and insulators, which are, typically, severely underestimated when using the simpler,
most common and computationally tractable approximations. We will discuss then how to overcome this
problem with more involved approximations and with much body perturbation theory. Some examples from
our recent work will be illustrated, in connection with the optical properties of irradiated polyethylene.
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5.8 US DOE Research Supporting Cable Aging Management

Leonard S. Fifield, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), US

This presentation reviews nuclear electrical cable research funded by the United States Department of Energy
Office of Nuclear Energy Light Water Reactor Sustainability (LWRS) program. The context of 40-year original
licensing for US plants, the important contribution to electricity generation in the US from nuclear, and the
need for safe and efficient operating of existing nuclear power plants into the future is discussed. The major
knowledge gaps associated with laboratory aging of cables identified by previous DOE and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission efforts are outlined and recent work by the LWRS Cable Aging task to address these gaps is
presented. Major knowledge gaps in preparation for subsequent license renewal (SLR) of plants to operate
up to 80 years relate to the validity of assumptions made in the accelerated aging of cables prior to design
basis event testing during initial cable qualification. These assumptions are being systematically considered
by the LWRS research program to determine the significance of their effects on cable lifetime prediction.
Despite refinement of material-based lifetime prediction, it is acknowledged that cable aging management
must ultimately rely on condition monitoring. The important aspects of cable non-destructive evaluation
(NDE) technology proposed in an earlier DOE roadmap are listed in the presentation and key LWRS Cable
NDE focus areas are communicated. Finally, continued needs for efficient and effective management of
electrical cables in extended operation of US nuclear power plants are discussed.

Leo Fifield is a Senior Materials Scientist at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in Richland,
Washington, where he manages the Materials Aging and Detection Science Laboratory and the Accelerated
and Realtime Experimental Nodal Analysis (ARENA) Cable Test Bed. His research seeks to understand changes
to polymer material structure, properties, and performance over time with exposure to processing and
environmental stresses using accelerated aging, modeling, destructive- and non-destructive evaluation
techniques.
Dr. Fifield is an active member of the American Nuclear Society (ANS), the Society for Plastic Engineers (SPE)
and the Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). In 2021, he was the Chair of the IEEE Region 6
Richland Section, Board Member and Secretary of the Dielectric and Electrical Insulation Society Conference
on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena, and an active member of the Power and Energy Society
Insulated Conductors Committee. He received his PhD in Chemistry and Nanotechnology from the University
of Washington and his BS in Chemistry and Physics from Westmont College.
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